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To discuss how Method
Living will enable your
students' mums to engage
in their education and
improve their life-chances,
get in touch today.

Understanding why our thinking creates
the reality from which we live, enables us
to reframe our thoughts and beliefs. In
turn, we can then reshape our realities and
live better, healthier lifestyles. 
 
There is great power in community. When
we see others, like ourselves, becoming
successful, it shapes what we believe we
can achieve in our own lives. When we
believe in possibilities, we are motivated to
take positive action. 
 
There are plenty of examples of people
who come from backgrounds of hardship,
who go on to thrive. However, there are
many more who resign themselves to lives
of struggle and poverty. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method Living combines Master's Level
research in Neuroscience with coaching
practices and Performing Arts. 

ABOUT METHOD LIVING

positively change their belief systems 
identify and build on positive
characteristics 
surround themselves with positive
influences 
set goals and create an achievable
action plan 
use their new knowledge and mindset-
enhancing habits to help their children
to value themselves and their
education. 

Method Living 

shows mums how to:

Group Coaching Programme



MUMS ON SEATS
This unique, group
coaching programme is proven to
positively change  the mindsets of
participants, enriching their lives, as
well as those close to them.  

ASPIRATION,  
NOT RESIGNATION
Our students learn their values from
the environment in which they grow.
So, it makes sense to grow positive
cultures at the source of their value
systems. 
It starts with  Mum.

BECAUSE THEY'RE WORTHY
When a student understands that
they have value and potential, they
are far more likely to engage in their
education.  
When mums understand this too,
firstly about themselves and then
about their children, they in turn are
much more likely to engage in and
support their children's school life.

WHY METHOD LIVING ?

THIS COURSE IS AMAZING. TOTALLY 

CHANGED THE WAY I LIVE MY LIFE 

FOREVER. I'M SO MUCH HAPPIER, 

MORE CONFIDENT AND MORE 

FULFILLED. TOTAL, TOTAL GAME 

CHANGER, I WOULD RECOMMEND TO 

EVERYONE. JOANNA IS JUST 

BRILLIANT.

THESE WORKSHOPS HAVE BEEN 

AMAZING, I'VE LEARNT SO MUCH. 

NOW I'M WELL ON THE WAY TO 

BECOMING THE ME I WANT TO 

BE!!

Elaine

Esther
MUMS MAKING MAGIC HAPPEN.


